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Abstract

This first COUPLEX test case is to compute a simplified Far Field model used in nu-
clear waste management simulation. From the mathematical point of view the problem is of
convection diffusion type but the parameters are highly varying from one layer to another.
Another particularity is the very concentrated nature of the source, both in space and in time.

1 Introduction

The repository lies at a depth of 450m (meters) inside a clay layer which has above it a layer of
limestone and a layer of marl and below it is a layer of dogger limestone. Water flows slowly
(creeping flow) through these porous media and convects the radioactive materials once the con-
tainers leak; there is also a dilution effect which in mathematical terms is similar to diffusion.
The problem has two main difficulties:

1. The radioactive elements leak from the containers, into the clay, over a period that is small
compared with the millions of years over which convection and diffusion are active.

2. The convection and diffusion constants are very different from one layer to another; for
instance, in the clay layer there is almost no convection while, in the other layers, diffusion
and convection are both important.

2 The Geometry

In this first test case, the computation is restricted to a 2D section of the disposal site. Thus,
the computational domain is in a rectangle O — (0,25000) x (0,695) in meters. The layers of
dogger, clay, limestone, and marl are located as follows (with the origin taken at the bottom left
corner of the rectangle):

• dogger 0 < z < 200



• clay lies between the horizontal line z = 200 and the line from (0,295) to (25000,350)

• limestone lies between the line from (0,295) to (25000, 350) and the horizontal line z =
595

• marl 595 < z < 695.

The repository, denoted by R, is modeled by a uniform rectangular source in the clay layer:

R = {(x,z) G (18440,21680) x (244,250)}

The geometry is summarized on figure 1 below. For this domain the computation should be
carried for t G (0, T) with T = 107 years.

Figure 1: Geometry of computational domain

3 The Flow

It is assumed that all rock layers are saturated with water and that boundary loads are stationary
so that the flow is independent of time. Darcy's law gives the velocity u in terms of the hydro-
dynamic load H = P/pg + z:

u = -KVH (1)



where the permeability tensor K, assumed constant in each layer is given in Table 1, P is the
pressure and g is Newton's constant. Conservation of mass (V • (pu) = 0, with the density p
assumed constant) implies that

V • (KVH) = 0 in O (2)

K (m/year)
Marl
3.1536e-5

Limestone
6.3072

Clay
3.1536e-6

Dogger
25.2288

Table 1: Permeability tensor in the four rock layers

On the boundary, conditions are:

if = 289
if = 310
H = 180 + 160a;/25000
if = 200
if = 286

dH
dn

= 0

on {25000} x (0,200),
on {25000} x (350,595),
on (0,25000) x {695},
on{0} x (295,595),
on{0} x (0,200),

elsewhere.

4 The Radioactive Elements

We are considering two species of particular interest, Iodine 129 and Plutonium 242. Both escape
from the repository cave into the water and their concentrations d,i = 1,2 is given by two
independent convection-diffusion equations:

inCx(0 ,T) i = l, (3)

where

• Ri is the latency Retardation factor, with value 1 for 129I, 105 for 242Pu in the clay and 1
elsewhere for both Iodine and Plutonium;

• the effective porosity u>, is equal to 0.001 for 129I, 0.2 for 242Pu in the clay layer and 0.1
elsewhere for both;

• Xi = log 2/Ti with Ti being the half life time of the element: 1.57107 for 129I, 3.76 105

for 242Pu (in years);

• The effective diffusion/dispersion tensors D» for any species i = 1,2 depend on the Darcy
velocity as follows:

D, = deil + |u| [auE(u) + ati{I - E(u))}
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with

and with the coefficients, assumed constant in each layer, given in Table 2 below.

Dogger
Clay
Limestone
Marl

dei(m2/year)
5.0e-4
9.48e-7
5.0e-4
5.0e-4

aL(m)
50
0
50
0

ar(m)
1
0
1
0

2 4 2 p u

<ie2(m2/year)
5.0e-4
4.42e-4
5.0e-4
5.0e-4

aL(m)
50
0
50
0

ar(m)
1
0
1
0

Table 2: Diffusion/dispersion coefficients for the radioactive elements in the 4 layers

In this test case, the values of the source terms /», (i — 1,2) in the repository R are given
in tabulated form in separately provided data files. The source terms are assumed to be spatially
uniformly spread out in all the repository R. It is assumed that there is no source outside the
repository ( fit (i = 1,2) in O\R). The dependence in time is shown on figure 2, for illustrative
purposes. The structure of the data file is described in appendix A.
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Figure 2: Release of Iodine and Plutonium as a function of time

4.1 Initial and Boundary Conditions

We call time zero the time when the containers begin to leak and the radioactive elements to
spread, hence the initial values of the concentration Ci are zero at time zero.



Boundary conditions for the transport of any nuclide i — 1,2 are

8C
—- = 0 on {0} x (295,595)

^ P = 0 on {0}x (0,200)
on

DiVCi • n - CiU • n = 0 on (0,25000) x {0}
Cj = 0 elsewhere on the boundary.

where n is the outward normal to the vertical line {0} x {0,695}

5 Output requirements

The following output quantities are expected from the simulations(both tables and graphical
representations):

• Contour levels of d at times 200, 10110, 50110,106,107 years (the following level values
should be used: lO"12,10~10,10~8, 10~6,10~4);

• Pressure field (10 values uniformly distributed between 180 and 340;

• Darcy velocity field, along the 3 vertical lines given by x = 50, x = 12500, x = 20000,
using 100 points along each line;

• Places where the Darcy velocity is zero;

• Cumulative total flux through the top and the bottom clay layer boundaries, as a function
of time;

• Cumulative total fluxes through the left boundaries of the dogger and limestone layers;

• The discretization grid of the domains and the time stepping used in the simulations should
also be given.

A Descritpion of the data file

The file s o u r c e . d a t contains data needed to compute the source term ft in eq. (3). These
data come from a Near Field computation. The file has 212 lines, and each line contains three
numbers tp, /f, fl, p = 1, • • • 212, where tp is the time, and the source term fi{tp) is related to
If by: fi(tp) = ff/S, where S is the surface of the repository.

The times tp are in years, and the numbers ff are in units of mole /year.
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informations pratiques

Pour mener a bien I'etude du stockage de dechets radioactifs, I'Andra mene un ensemble de modelisations et de simulations.
Afin de disposer des meilleurs outils de calcul, elle a sollicite le concours de la communaute des numericiens (specialistes des
simulations) et propose une serie d'exercices destinee a tester differentes approches de simulation.
Couplex est un ensemble de trois exercices pour simuler les transferts (deplacements) de radionucleides (elements
radioactifs) depuis un eventuel stockage en formation geologique (500 metres de profondeur), jusqu'a la surface :

• Couplex 1 est une simulation simplifiee, a deux dimensions, dans le milieu geologique. Le stockage est represents par
un rectangle homogene ; des radionucleides en sont relaches regulierement au cours du temps et migrent a travers le
milieu geologique.

• Couplex 2 se concentre sur le stockage. II s'agit de simuler de facon plus precise le relachement des radionucleides qui
pourraient s'echapper des colis de dechets.

• Couplex 3 consiste a coupler la representation du relachement des radionucleides (Couplex 2) avec leur migration
dans le milieu geologique (Couplex 1).

Les unites de recherche souhaitant participer a ces exercices a caractere numerique sont invitees a se reporter a la notice de
presentation (en anglais : version Qdf - 23 Ko ou p_s - 310 Ko) et a contacter le secretariat scientifique.

Dates de participation :

• Couplex 1, jusqu'au 30 mars 2001
• Couplex 2 et 3, jusqu'au 15 juin

2001

Description des exercices :

• Couplex 1, pdf (70 Ko) ou p_s (100
Ko)
Fichier de donnees (11 Ko)

• Couplex 2, pdf (125 Ko) ou ps
(130 Ko)

• Couplex 3, pdf (50 Ko) ou p_s
(50Ko)
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